
Product Manuals & Warranty Registration 

 
 

Warranty Registration- Double your Warranty period for free! 
 

● Register your product for your Warranty and we will DOUBLE your warranty period for 
free.  Nice!  

● To register, just  send us an email at:  support@shopiLumen8.com    and include your 
name and which UV-MAX product you purchased from us,  and we will double your 
warranty period. We promise that your email address remains strictly confidential and 
will never be shared with anyone else.  

Have any questions?  Please  email us:  support@shopiLumen8.com     www.shopiLumen8.com 
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MODELS: UV SAFETY GLASSES, Standard and Clip-On 
 

 
   

How should I care for my UV Safety glasses? 
1. Keeping your sunglasses clean will help them - and you - look great and perform well.  
2. Improper care can damage lenses, resulting in scratches or haziness, which in turn may cause eyestrain. 
3. Always be sure to keep your sunglasses in a case or pouch to prevent damage. 

 
What to avoid when cleaning my glasses? 

● To avoid damage, never clean your sunglasses with paper towels or clothing, which can grind dust and 
fibers into lenses and leave scratches. 

● Also avoid using strong household detergents or soaps. While a few mild soaps don't harm lenses, 
today's extra strength soaps are powerful enough to slowly disintegrate lens coatings.  

● Glass cleaners especially are highly corrosive and can damage your lenses quickly. They are not 
designed for use on the non-glass lens materials used in sunglasses. 

● Huff, Puff & Rub – OK so your saw your parents and your grandparents do this, but while many things 
they did are right, this definitely isn’t one of them. Lots of fabrics can cause mild abrasive actions and or 
rub away the anti-glare coatings you’ve got. You aren’t cleaning doing this – you are slowly destroying the 
lens 

 
To clean your glasses, you just need warm water, and a mild dish detergent (one without extra lotions in 
the ingredients): 

● Moisten the frame, arms and lenses with warm tap water. 
● Drop a tiny blob of detergent onto the frame & lenses and use your thumb and/or forefinger to gently rub. 
● Rinse with warm tap water. 
● Air dry, then use the microfiber pouch to remove water-spots, or dry using the microfiber pouch. 

 
Most of our customers buy our UV Safety Glasses with one specific use in mind, but then are pleasantly 
surprised that they can be used for many more activities : 

● SHOOTING - Excellent for use on Indoor and outdoor gun ranges, these glasses offer enhanced optical 
clarity for sharpshooters. Paintball, Skeet and Archery too! 

● OUTSIDE ON SNOWY DAYS- The lenses shade your eyes from blowing snow, and the yellow tint will 
brighten your view.  The more overcast or darker the day is, the more these glasses will help you see  

● NIGHT DRIVING, or driving at dusk; these lenses help reduce headlight and road glare 
● MODEL AIRPLANE AND DRONE FLYING- Especially on cloudy days 
● PERFECT FOR UV FLASHLIGHTS -- Our shade of 'yellow' Lens is perfectly engineered to enhance your 

viewing of the stains and the very things you WANT to see with your UV flashlight.  
● EXCELLENT CHOICE for most ACTIVE OUTDOOR SPORTS AND ACTIVITIES such as Running, 

Biking, Cross Country Skiing, Snowshoeing, Climbing, Hiking, Walking, Fishing, Driving, Construction 
work,, Hunting and not to mention finding Scorpions! 
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Have any questions?  Please  email us:  support@shopiLumen8.com     www.shopiLumen8.com 

 

   MODEL: UV-100HF  
  

WARNING: THIS FLASHLIGHT IS NOT A TOY. DO NOT SHINE DIRECTLY IN EYES. 
**SAFETY GLASSES USE IS HIGHLY RECOMMENDED** 

 
Flashlight Assembly 

1. Please insert a fresh set of AA Alkaline batteries for optimum performance 
2. Alternate the batteries as shown on diagram. There are arrows on the side of the battery case’s to assist 

with direction (arrows should point toward the bulbs) when placing the case into the shaft 
3. Lubrication of the ‘end cap shaft threads’ with a tiny amount (grain of rice size) of petroleum jelly (a 

vaseline type product) is recommended every year to ensure smooth operation of battery replacement. 
 
Troubleshooting 

● If the lights do not turn on-- Check to make sure batteries are installed correctly, and be sure fresh 
batteries are installed. If the flashlight still fails to operate, then you must have received a defective unit or 
it was damaged during shipping. It is a very, very rare occurrence, but still can happen. Please do initiate 
the replacement process through amazon, and we will send you a replacement immediately.  

 
How to use the Flashlight 

● To see urine, make sure the urine stain is completely dry as wet urine does not fluoresce (glow).  
● Be sure to secure the suspect area from animals/people/moisture-producing things so it has time to dry. 

In cases of large amounts of urine, such as when it has seeped through many layers of carpet or deep 
into furniture you may literally need to dry the area for a few days, or up to a week at normal room 
temperature. Dry urine has a much more crystalline structure which is able to provide the greatest glows 
possible 

● This  Flashlight is powerful and will work in ambient room light (during the day), but the darker the room, 
the easier it is to see contrasting stains. Closing the blinds/curtains during the day will help you see better 
with this flashlight,  especially if searching for faint stains. 

● This flashlight emits UV (ultraviolet) light, and most UV light cannot be seen by the human eye. So even 
though you may not ‘see’ the full beam of this powerful flashlight, it is still emitting powerful UV rays. For 
this reason safety glasses are recommended for use with the flashlight, as they will protect your eyes 
from accidental UV light beam, and it will also allow you to see the stains better by removing much of the 
visible purple/bluish UV light emitted from the flashlight  

 
Have any questions?  Please  email us:  support@shopiLumen8.com     www.shopiLumen8.com 
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